
 

Audience feedback:  A Man Called Ove 

19 people responded.  The breakdown and comments are listed below. 

‘Excellent’: 15 votes 

• Wonderful feelgood movie.  And the nomination for best performance by a cat in a CFC film 

(at least since “Inside Llewyn Davis”) goes to… 

• I think it’s a shame that people come in early, put their scarves, coats on the seats and then go 

into the foyer.  It’s like being on holiday with the sun beds!   Didn’t expect seat preserving1 

• Very enjoyable 

• Just a very well made, moving and funny movie!  Shame SAABs don’t exist anymore, whilst 

Volvo goes on… 

• What an amazing film. 

• No need for Hollywood to remake this is there! 

• By turn, searingly poignant and hysterically funny, simply wonderful! 

• Great dry humour. 

• Came out smiling!  Many emotions in the film & how good to laugh out loud. 

• He had a lot to be angry about, but people were reaching out and Sonya was not having him 

in heaven with her until he stopped being angry & helped his neighbours.  Once he had given 

the gift of the crib to the neighbours, she then accepted him in the ever after. 

• Touching, original & saved by the humour 

• Mr Grumpy loved his neighbours – what a performance the cat was [?] 

• So nice to have a laugh 

• Totally wonderful.  Loved that grumpy, generous, tolerant, intolerant old man!  A very life 

affirming movie. 

‘Very Good’:  4 votes  

• Totally sentimental, but Victor Meldrew translated pretty well to Nordic climes.  Oscar for 

the cat. 

• Most enjoyable, liked the humour.  Could have ended where he was on the bed with the cat 

on him – shows we should try to understand why people are like they are. 

                                                           
1 A few committee members who are last in the auditorium/first out (e.g. Peter, our chairman – who 
introduces each film, whoever is on the door, me to set up the table for people wishing to leave comment), 
will reserve aisle seats to minimise disturbance at the start and end of the film 



‘Good’: 0 vote 

 

 ‘Satisfactory’: 0 vote 

 

‘Poor’: 0 vote 

 

 

Based on the above, the film had an overall score of 4.79. 


